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Sin e exhaustive testing is in general impossible, an important step in
the testing pro ess is the development of a arefully sele ted test suite. Sele tion
of test ases is not a trivial task. We propose to base the sele tion pro ess on a
well{de ned strategy. For this purpose, we formulate two heuristi prin iples: the
redu tion heuristi and the y ling heuristi . The rst assumes that few outgoing
transitions of ertain states show essentially di erent behaviour. The se ond assumes
that the probability to dete t erroneous behaviour in a loop de reases after ea h orre t
exe ution of the loop behaviour. We formalize these heuristi prin iples and we de ne
a overage fun tion whi h serves as a measure for the error{dete ting apability of a
test suite. For this purpose we introdu e the notion of a marked tra e and a distan e
fun tion on su h marked tra es.
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1 Introdu tion
Systemati testing is an important te hnique to he k and ontrol the quality of software
systems. Testing onsists of systemati ally developing a set of experiments or test ases,
then running these experiments on the software system that has to be tested, also referred
to as the IUT (the implementation under test), and subsequently on luding from the
observations made during the exe ution whether the IUT behaved as expe ted leading to
a verdi t about the IUT's orre tness. Be ause of time and resour e limitations, any form
of testing an only exer ise a small subset of all possible system behaviour. Therefore,
testing an never give ertainty about the orre tness of a system; it an only in rease
on den e.
Sin e in pra ti e exhaustive testing is impossible, an important step in the testing
pro ess is the development of a arefully sele ted test suite, i.e., a set of test ases. Su h a
test suite should have a large potential of revealing errors in the implementation. Moreover,
we would like to be able to ompare di erent test suites in order to sele t the best one,
and to quantify their error-dete ting apability.
The sele tion of an appropriate set of tests from all possible ones (usually in nitely
many test ases), is not a trivial task. We refer to this task as test sele tion. Traditionally,
test sele tion is based on a number of heuristi riteria. Well-known heuristi s in lude
equivalen e partitioning, boundary value analysis, and use of ode- overage riteria like
statement-, de ision- and path- overage [Mye79℄. Although these riteria provide some
heuristi s for sele ting test ases, they are rather informal and they do not allow to measure
the error-dete ting apability of a test suite.
If test ases are derived from a formal spe i ation, in parti ular if it is done algorithmi ally using tools for automati test generation, e.g., Autolink [SKGH97℄, TGV [JM99℄
 This
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or TorX [BFV+ 99℄, then the test sele tion problem is even more apparent. These test
tools an generate a large number of test ases, when given a spe i ation in the appropriate formalism, without mu h user intervention. All these generated test ases an dete t
potential errors in implementations, and errors dete ted with these test ases indeed indiate that an implementation is not orre t with respe t to its spe i ation. However, the
number of potentially generated test ases may be very large, or even in nite. In order
to ontrol and get insight in the sele tion of the tests, and by that get on den e in the
orre tness of an IUT that passes the tests, it is important that the sele tion pro ess is
formally des ribed and based on a well-de ned strategy.
It should be noted, however, that test sele tion is an a tivity that in prin iple annot
be based solely on a formal spe i ation of a system. In order to de ide whi h test
ases are more valuable than others, either extra information outside the realm of the
spe i ation formalism is ne essary, or assumptions about the o urren e of errors in the
implementation must be made. Su h extra information may in lude knowledge about
whi h errors are frequently made by implementers, whi h kind of errors are important,
e.g., in the sense of having atastrophi onsequen es, what fun tionality is diÆ ult to
implement, whi h fun tionality is ru ial for the well fun tioning of the system, et . An
approa h to formalizing this extra information was given in [BTV91℄. On the other hand,
assumptions an be made about the o urren e of errors in implementations, e.g., that
errors will not o ur in isolation, i.e., if some behaviour is erroneous then there is a large
probability that some other behaviour lose to it is also erroneous. So we only have to
test one of these behaviours (equivalen e partitioning: the behaviours are equivalent with
respe t to the o urren e of errors). Another often used assumption is that errors are
most likely to o ur on the boundaries of valid data intervals (boundary value analysis).
This paper approa hes the problem of test sele tion by making assumptions in an
automata-based, or labelled transition system-based formalism. Se tion 2 introdu es the
labeled transition systems and automata. Two di erent kinds of assumptions are introdu ed and expressed as heuristi prin iples in Se tion 3 starting with the ideas of [CG96℄.
The rst one, alled redu tion heuristi , assumes that few outgoing transitions of ertain states show essentially di erent behaviour. The se ond one, referred to as y ling
heuristi , assumes that the probability to dete t erroneous behaviour in a loop de reases
after ea h orre t exe ution of the loop behaviour. After that we propose a mathemati al
framework, de ning a heuristi as a fun tion on the set of behaviours (tra es). This is
done in Se tion 4. When we want to make the two heuristi s more pre ise, de ning them
as fun tions a ording to the de nition from Se tion 4, we observe that an appropriate
behaviour representation for them is needed. Therefore in Se tion 5 we de ne the marked
tra e representation. After these preparations the de nitions of the heuristi s as fun tions
on marked tra es are straight forward (Se tion 6). Subsequently, the notion of isolation
and loseness of errors is formalized in Se tion 7 by de ning a distan e fun tion between
behaviours. This idea is taken from [ACV93, ACV97℄ and extended on marked tra es.
The tra e distan e implements the onsidered heuristi s in the sense that the tra es whi h
are sele ted by the heuristi s are remote from ea h other. Every tra e whi h is ex luded
by the heuristi s is lose to one of the sele ted tra es. A overage fun tion whi h may
serve as a measure for the error-dete ting apability of a test suite is de ned based on
the maximum distan e between sele ted and non-sele ted behaviours and a formula for
approximating the overage is given in Se tion 8.

2 Preliminaries
The basi formalism for our dis ussion about test sele tion is the labelled transition system,
or the automaton. A labelled transition system provides means to spe ify, model, analyze
and reason about ( on urrent) system behaviour. A labelled transition system is de ned
in terms of states and labelled transitions between states. In this se tion we re all some
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basi de nitions.

De nition 2.1 A labelled transition system is a 4-tuple hQ; L; T ; q0 i, where Q is a nonempty set of states, L is a set of labels, T  Q  L  Q is the transition relation, and
q0 2 Q is the initial state.

The labels in L represent the a tions of a system. An a tion a 2 L is exe utable in
state q 2 Q if (q; a; q0 ) 2 T for some state q0 2 Q, whi h is said to be the new state after
a 0
exe ution of a; we also write q !
q . A nite sequen e of pairs hstate, a tioni ending into
a state is alled a path. Similarly, a nite sequen e of a tions is alled a tra e. The set of
all tra es over L is denoted by L , with  denoting the empty sequen e. Abusing notation,
we will use p to denote both the labelled transition system and the urrent (or initial)
state of the system.
The tra es of a labelled transition system p are all sequen es of a tion that p an

exe ute from its initial state q0 : tra es(p) =def f  2 L j q0 !
g. Here we use the
0
following additional de nitions (n 2 IN, i  n, q, q , qi 2 Q, ai 2 L,  2 L ):
a1 :::a
a1
a2
a
q ! q0
=def 9q0; : : : ; qn : q = q0 !
q1 ! : : : ! qn = q 0

 0
q!
=def 9q0 : q !
q
n

n

For our presentation and formalization we use minimal, deterministi , nite-state transition systems. A nite-state labelled transition system has a nite number of states, i.e.,
Q is nite. A transition system is deterministi if for any state q 2 Q and a tion a 2 L
there is at most one su essor state, i.e., T : Q  L ! Q is a (partial) fun tion. A transition system is minimal if there are no equivalent states, i.e., no two states with exa tly
the same tra es, whi h means: 6 9q; q0 2 Q : tra es(q) = tra es(q0 ). We (ab)use the word
automaton for these minimal, deterministi , nite-state transition systems.
Although it may seem a severe limitation to restri t to automata an important formal
test theory, viz. io o-testing [Tre96℄, an be expressed, for the larger part, in terms of
automata. So the test sele tion approa h whi h is presented in this paper an be integrated
with io o-testing.
In testing, the tra es of the minimal, deterministi , nite automata are used. A omplete (maximal) test suite for an automaton spe i ation s is expressed as tra es(s).
However, even if s is nite-state, its set of tra es will usually be in nite and ontain tra es
of unbounded length. Hen e, a omplete test suite will have in nitely many tests of unbounded length. Su h a test suite an never be exe uted within any reasonable limits of
time and resour es. Consequently, the problem of test sele tion onsists of sele ting a nite
subset T  tra es(s), su h that we end up with a reasonably sized set of bounded-length
test ases.
The hallenge of test sele tion now is to hoose T su h that the resulting test suite
keeps a large error-dete ting apability. Moreover, we wish to quantify this apability in
order to ompare and sele t test suites. The next se tions will present and formalize an
approa h to sele tion and quanti ation.

3 Introdu tion to heuristi s, distan e and overage
In this se tion we introdu e the on epts of heuristi s and overage. Two spe i heuristi s
will be proposed in Se tion 3.1. They are illustrated by an example in Se tion 3.2.

3.1 The heuristi s prin iples for the test sele tion

As motivated in Se tion 2, the spe i ation is seen as a minimal nite-state automaton.
The spe i ation has a set of tra es whi h usually is too large; for this reason, we want to
obtain a smaller set of tra es. As we explained in Se tion 1, this goal an be rea hed by
making assumptions on automata, assumptions whi h are expressed as heuristi prin iples.
The heuristi prin iples with whi h we are working in this paper are:
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Redu tion: if the spe i ation automaton ontains for ertain states a large number

of outgoing transitions, only a small number of these transitions need to be sele ted;
Cy ling: ea h y le in the automaton needs to be traversed only a limited number
of times by every single tra e.

3.2 A rst illustration of the test sele tion

Now we will give an example on whi h we will apply our heuristi s for test sele tion.
Let s be the spe i ation automaton from the left{hand side of Figure 1. The spe i ation has four states. The labelset is L = fb; ; d; e; f g [ fai j i 2 INg and the initial
state is the state I. This state has in nitely many outgoing transitions (fai j i 2 INg). Via
a transition ai from the initial state, one arrives at II. This state ontains a y le whi h
goes via III using the transitions b and d; the state III ontains another y le, via the
transition . From II one arrives at IV using e or f . For simpli ity, we will onsider only
the tra es of s that end in IV. Let T be the set of tra es of s.
I

I

a0 a1
c III b

a0
c III b

ai
II

d
e

f

II

d

Reduction

e

f
IV

IV

Figure 1: A minimal automaton of a spe i ation
Now let us onsider a0 as being the representative transition in the initial state; by
hoosing this transition the Redu tion heuristi is applied in this state. By this appli ation
we redu e the labelset to a nite one L0 = fa0 ; b; ; d; e; f g. This labelset L0 orresponds to
the redu ed automaton from the right{hand side of Figure 1. Now our initial set of tra es
be omes T Redu tion and it ontains all the tra es of the automaton whi h are starting from
state I, arriving in state IV and going through transition a0 in I (T Redu tion equals also the
set of tra es of the redu ed automaton). In this example one representative is sele ted; in
a more general example it ould also be two or more of the ai .
The following heuristi to be applied is the Cy ling heuristi . The tra es are y ling
via the states II and III of the automaton. In this automaton the state II has a y le
via the sequen e of transitions bd and the state III has another y le via the transition .
We an x the y le limit number to 1 for the y ling states II and III. So the transitions
from III and bd from II an be traversed only on e by every single tra e of T Redu tion .
The tra es whi h respe t this ondition and form the set of tra es T Redu tion, Cy ling are:
T Redu

tion, Cy ling

a0 a0
e

e

1 d

a0

1

d

= fa0 e; a0 bde; a0 b

a
1 c 0

1

d

1c 2 c

b
e

b

e

de; a0 f; a0 bdf; a0 b df

a0

a0

a0

a0

a0

e

b

b

f

b

b

d

c

d

c

e

d

f

d

g

a0

Cycling

b

e

f

Figure 2: An appli ation of the Cy ling heuristi
The appli ation of the Cy ling heuristi is represented graphi ally in Figure 2. The
full set is represented at the left{hand side and the redu ed set at the right. As it an be
seen the set T Redu tion, Cy ling is a nite set and all its tra es have a length of at most 5
( nite length).
Our method deals with bigger y les as well, su h as going via the transitions bd several
times; the te hnique of [ACV93℄ deals only with simple y les { su h as going via transition
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several times. Another advantage is that with the proposed test sele tion te hnique one
an deal with an in nite bran hing of transitions (see the initial state of this automaton).
As we saw in our example, limiting the y le number impli itly limits the length and
therefore a length heuristi , whi h is onsidered by [ACV93℄, is not ne essary for us.
Now we are going to express the heuristi prin iples in terms of distan es among tra es.
A distan e is a measure whi h expresses how far apart two tra es are. A parti ular way
to ompute su h a tra e distan e is given in Se tion 7.2. For getting a feeling of how the
tra e distan e is related to the heuristi prin iples, let us take as an example the distan e
between the tra es a0 bdf and a0 bdbdf . In Figure 3, it an be seen that the distan e
between the tra es a0 bdf and a0 bdbdf is smaller than the distan e for example between
a0 f and a0 bdbdf . This happens be ause the tra e a0 bdf y les one time via the state II,
a0 bdbdf y les two times and a0 f y les zero times. Therefore intuitively, the tra e a0 bdf
should be loser to a0 bdbdf than to the other tra es (exa tly as we assume in the Cy ling
heuristi that the later y les are less important, so the distan e between two tra es whi h
are y ling more often through a state will de rease).
a0f
d(a0f,a0bdbdf)
a0bdbdf
a0bdbdbdf

a0bdf

a0bde
a0bcde

T
a0bcdf

a0e

Figure 3: A overing of the initial set using tra e distan e
In Figure 3, every tra e from the redu ed set T Redu tion, Cy ling is the enter of a sphere.
The initial set T is overed by the redu ed set T Redu tion, Cy ling, su h that every tra e from
T has a orresponding tra e in T Redu tion, Cy ling to whi h the distan e is smaller than a
given limit " (" is the radius of the spheres). This pro ess of sele ting one representative for
ea h sphere leads to a notion of overage. When taking big spheres only few representatives
are sele ted and the error dete tion apability is low. Small spheres, on the other hand give
a large overage. If we s ale things in su h a way that 0  "  1 , then the overage an be
expressed as 1 ". The overage of the redu tion from T to T Redu tion, Cy ling is denoted
as ov(T ; T Redu tion, Cy ling). Therefore we express ov(T ; T Redu tion, Cy ling ) = 1 ".
This gave some intuition about how the heuristi s and the tra e distan e are used in
the test sele tion and omputation of the overage. Now we are going to be more formal.

4 The tra e distan e and the test heuristi s
In our test sele tion method we use heuristi s whi h are applied on tra es and distan es
between tra es. This se tion des ribes the formal de nitions of these notions.
In a formal way a tra e heuristi is a fun tion between two sets of tra es su h that the
range is a proper subset of the domain (so the heuristi redu es the size of the initial set).

De nition 4.1 A tra e heuristi
and Ran(h)  T .

h

is a fun tion

h

:T

! T , where T

is a set of tra es

De nition 4.2 Let T be a set. Then a fun tion d : T  T

d(x; x)

! IR0 is a distan e i : 1)
= 0; 2) d(x; y) = d(y; x); 3) d(x; y)  d(x; z ) + d(z; y); for all x; y; z 2 T .

In parti ular we use De nition 4.2 for sets of tra es and su h distan es are alled tra e
distan es. The pair (T ; d) is a metri spa e. It is ustomary to express overages by
numbers in the range [0; 1℄ and therefore we restri t ourselves to distan e fun tions su h
that 0  d(x; y)  1 for all x; y. This an be done without loss of generality (suppose we
would have distan es in [0; 1) and " numbers in the range [0; 1℄ then we ould s ale them
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ba k to [0; 1℄ using a suitable monotoni and ontinuous bije tion b : [0; 1℄ ! [0; 1℄). In
order to use a tra e distan e for test sele tion the on ept of "{ over is useful.

De nition 4.3 A set T 0 is an "{ over of T (T 0  T ; "  0) if for every t 2 T there exists

t0

2 T 0 su h that d(t; t0 )  ".

The property of "{ over gives rise to the property of total boundedness for a metri
spa e.

De nition 4.4 A metri spa e (T ; d) is totally bounded if for every " > 0 it is possible
to nd a nite set T"  T su h that T" is an "{ over of T with respe t to distan e d.

Now a link between a heuristi and a tra e distan e is established: if for that heuristi
the subset obtained by the appli ation of that heuristi is an "{ over of the original set,
then the tra e distan e implements the heuristi .

! T.
9"h  0 :

De nition 4.5 Let T be a set of tra es and h be a tra e heuristi su h that h : T

Let

d

be a tra e distan e de ned on T . Then d implements the heuristi

Ran(h) is an "h { over of T with respe t to the distan e d.

h

i :

The following de nition shows how to obtain the overage.

De nition 4.6 Let T be a set of tra es and T 0  T be an "{ over of T with respe t to a
tra e distan e d. Let "m = inff"  0 j T 0 is an "{ over of T g be the inferior minimum of

the " values. Then the overage of T 0 with respe t to T is

ov (T 0 ; T )

=1

"m .

5 The marked tra e representation
When we want to make the two heuristi s more pre ise, de ning them as fun tions a ording to De nition 4.1, we observe that an appropriate tra e representation for them
is needed. When we apply the Cy ling heuristi on a tra e, we observe that the tra e
does not have enough information regarding how it was generated, what states it has been
going through and how often it went through them. As a result, we will represent the
tra e in su h a way that the information regarding its generation from the automaton will
be in luded. This leads us to a on ept alled marked tra es, whi h will be developed in
Se tion 5.1. In general a given tra e an be interpreted in several ways as being the result of running through y les in the automaton. This introdu es a problem of ambiguity
whi h is addressed in Se tion 5.2.

5.1 The marked tra es

The rst example in this se tion will explain why a new representation for the tra es is
needed.
Example Let us onsider the automaton from Figure 4 and one of its tra es ab b d. This
tra e is traversing ( y ling) twi e via the state II. But this information is not present in
the tra e. Therefore this representation is not appropriate for working with y les. Now
let us transform it into a path, whi h is I aII bIII II bIII II dIV . We an observe that the
path ontains extra information whi h is not needed for y les: for example it ontains the
states I and IV whi h are not part of any y le. Summing up the observations, we arrive
at the on lusion that a new representation is needed. An intuitive one is a[hb ihb i℄2;II d
where [hb ihb i℄2;II indi ates that two y les of the transitions b are performed through
the state II .
As we saw in the introdu tory example, we asso iate the y les with how many times
a tra e is traversing a state. The name of the state, whi h is seen as a mark, will represent
the identi er of the y le. Also we will in lude the number of y les through a state. We
6

I

a

2
III

1 b
c

II

d
IV

Figure 4: A tra e whi h y les through an automaton
all su h an extended tra e a marked tra e. Now we have all the ingredients to de ne a
marked representation of a tra e.

De nition 5.1 Let L be a labelset and Q a set of states. Then a marked tra e is indu -

tively de ned by

1. a 2 L,  and [ ℄0;q (q 2 Q) are marked tra es;
2. if u and v are marked tra es then uv is a marked tra e;
3. if u and [℄n;q (n 2 IN; q 2 Q) are marked tra es then [hui℄n+1;q is a marked tra e.
In the de nition from above  is a sequen e of type h1 i:::hn i where i are marked
tra es (i = 1; :::n).
Example Some examples of marked tra es are: a[hb i℄1;II d and a[hb ihb i℄2;II d with II 2 Q.
We will denote the set of all the marked tra es over a labelset L and a set of marks
Q as LQ . The transformation between the marked representation of a tra e and a normal
representation of a tra e an be made easily by eliminating all the parentheses whi h o ur
in the marked representation. For example the marked tra e a[hb ihb i℄2;II d is transformed
in the tra e ab b d. We will all this transformation unfold.
be a labelset, let Q be the set of marks and let LQ be the set of
marked tra es. Then the fun tion unfold : LQ ! L whi h transforms a marked tra e
into a tra e is
1. if a 2 L; q 2 Q then unfold(a) = a, unfold() = , unfold([ ℄0;q ) = ;
2. if u and v are marked tra es then unfold(uv) =unfold(u)unfold(v);
3. if u and [℄n;q (q 2 Q; n 2 IN) are marked tra es then
unfold([hui℄n+1;q ) =unfold([℄n;q )unfold(u).

De nition 5.2 Let

L

In the following example, we will illustrate a way in whi h a tra e an be transformed
into a marked tra e. In general, this transformation is not unique. To illustrate this, we
need a more omplex example.
Example Consider the automaton from Figure 1. The states of the automaton are marked
with I, II, III, IV. The y ling states are the states II and III. Consider the tra e a0 b db de.
III
Adding boxes to re e t nesting stru ture, the orresponding path is I a0 II b III

II eIV . The state II (surrounded with a box in the path) is repeated
three times. Between two o urren es of state II in the path, the state III (surrounded
with two boxes) appears twi e. If we mat h every new o urren e of state II in the path
with its rst o urren e (we will all this way of mat hing the states rst state mat hing),
the path will be divided in 4 omponent paths: |a{z0 }[h| b {z d }ih| b {z d }i℄2 | {z
e }.

d

II

b

III

III

d

I

II

II

III

III

II

II

III

III

II

;II

II

IV

1
2
3
4
If we do the same for III in the paths 2) II bIII III dII and 3) II bIII III dII and eliminate
all the states, we obtain the marked tra e a0 [hb[h i℄1;III dihb[h i℄1;III di℄2;II e. This marked
tra e orresponds to the initial tra e a0 b db de. However, there are also other ways of
transforming it into a marked tra e. For example, the states of the same tra e an be
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grouped in another way as I a0 II b III III dII b III III dII eIV and the same tra e has
another orrespondent marked tra e whi h is a0 b[h ihdbih i℄3;III de.
For this example we see that there is not a unique way of transforming a tra e in
a marked tra e. Therefore we leave it as an option to the implementer (the user of
our theory) to hoose the way by whi h he transforms a tra e into a marked tra e (one
algorithm will be given in the next subse tion { Subse tion 5.2). We will only de ne the
set of marked tra es of an automaton whi h will be the set of all possible marked tra es
whi h an be derived from the tra es of an automaton. After that we make a partition
on the set of marked tra es (an equivalen e lass of marked tra es ontains all the marked
tra es whi h unfold to the same tra e) and we assume that the implementer hooses a set
of representatives from the equivalen e lasses of marked tra es. Below we will de ne the
set of marked tra es of an automaton. In this de nition, we use C [[x℄℄ to denote a term
with an o urren e of a substring x. C [[ ℄℄ is alled the ontext in whi h x o urs.

De nition 5.3 Let s be an automaton. Let path(s) be the set of its paths; let Q be the
set of its states. Then

1. the set of marked paths MPath(s) of s is:
(a) if p 2 path(s) then p 2 MPath(s);
(b) if m 2 MPath(s), m = C [[p℄℄, p 2 path(s) su h that p = p1 qp2 q:::qpn , then
C [[p1 q [hqp2 q i:::hqpn 1 q i℄n 2;q qpn ℄℄ 2 MPath(s)
with q 2 Q, n 2 IN, p1 q, qpi q; qpn 2 path(s), i = 2; :::; n 1;
2. the set of marked tra es of an automaton is: MTra es(s) = fm jtra e j m 2 MPath(s)g,
where jtra e transforms a path to a tra e by eliminating all the states whi h appear
in the path and keeping all the labels.
At this point it is not ne essary to demand that the pro edure from step 1.b) is applied
until it annot be done further; we ome ba k to this in Se tion 5.2. Considering the way
we onstru ted MTra es(s), it is evident that every tra e has at least one orresponding
marked tra e. Two marked tra es will be equivalent if their unfold will give the same
tra e.

De nition 5.4 Let

m1 ; m2 be two marked tra es. Then
noted as m1  m2 , i : unfold(m1 ) = unfold(m2 ).

m1

is equivalent with

m2 ,

de-

The equivalen e relation gives a partition on MTra es(s) in a set of equivalen e lasses.
By hoosing a representative for every lass, the implementer builds the set of representatives tra esm (s). A way to obtain su h a set is given in the beginning of the next
subse tion. For the remainder of this paper we will work only with the set of representatives tra esm (s) and we will abuse the words marked tra e for su h representative marked
tra e.

5.2 An algorithm for obtaining a set of representatives

In the beginning of this subse tion we give a way to implement the transformation of a
tra e in a representative marked tra e and to obtain the set of representatives.
This set is obtained by applying the following fun tion (ALG) on ea h tra e (path) of a
nite-state minimal deterministi automaton s. The fun tion builds a marked tra e from
a tra e using a rst state mat h te hnique like the one we used for the tra e a0 b db de
at the beginning of the previous example. In ALG we use the following fun tion and
pro edure: 1) the fun tion NotRepetitivesState (p; Q), p a path, Q a set of states, returns
true if every state of p whi h is ontained in Q o urs only on e in p and 2) the pro edure
Divide (p; Q; q; p1 ; :::; pn ) nds q 2 Q and splits p in p1 ; :::; pn (n 2 IN, i = 2; :::; n 1, p1 q,
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qpi q , qpn paths) su h that: i) q 2 Q is the rst repetitive state in p, ii)
and iii) the set of states of pj does not ontain q (j = 1; :::; n).

p

= p1 qp2 q:::qpn

fun tion ALG (p : Path, Q : SetStates) : MarkedTra e;
var q : State;
p1 ; :::; pn : (+Label )(State Label) (+State);
begin
if (NotRepetitiveState(p; Q)) then
return p jtra e ;
else
Divide(p; Q; q; p1 ; :::; pn);
Q = Q n fq g;
return ALG(p1 q; Q)[hALG(qp2 q; Q)i:::hALG(qpn 1 q; Q)i℄n 2;q ALG(qpn ; Q);
end
Initially, the fun tion ALG is applied on a path p and on the set of states Q of the
automaton. When a) p does not ontain states from Q whi h are repetitive, ALG returns
the tra e orresponding to p (p jtra e ). When a) does not hold, ALG nds the rst

repetitive state q 2 Q in p and divides p in n parts p1 ; :::; pn . Every pi (i = 2; :::; n 1)
lies between two o urren es of q in p; p1 and pn are the initial part (ending with q)
and respe tively the last part (starting with q) of p. After this the state q is deleted
from Q, whi h be omes Q n fqg. Making so, terms as [ [ ℄ ;q ℄ ;q in whi h q is interpreted
twi e as a y le are avoided. Without deletion, the repetition of q an be reinterpreted
as a y le by a later all of ALG, when it is applied on a omponent path qpiq. After
the transformation of Q, ALG returns the on atenations of the marked tra es obtained
by re ursively applying the algorithm to the omponents p1 ; :::; pn , whi h is ALG(p1 q;
Q)[hALG(qp2 q; Q)i:::hALG(qpn 1 q; Q)i℄n 2;q ALG(qpn ; Q).
The set of representatives is tra esm (s) = fALG(p; Q) j p 2 path(s)g. In the remainder of this paper, in the examples whi h we use, we assume that the marked tra es are
generated with ALG from the tra es of an automaton.
As one an see, our way of building the set of representatives is rather omplex. One
an imagine trivial solutions as for example: every marked tra e is the tra e itself. But the
marked tra es built with ALG have ni e properties whi h are required for the appli ation
of our test sele tion theory. For example the width of su h marked tra es is uniformly
bounded (Lemma 5.6), a property whi h is used in the theorem of total boundedness
(Theorem 8.2). The marked tra es generated with the trivial solution do not have this
property.
In on lusion, on e we have the set of representatives, we want to know if it has some
spe i properties. So for a marked tra e of an automaton we want to know if the width
of it is uniformly bounded, and if the nesting depth of it is also bounded. Here uniformly
bounded means that the same upperbound applies at all nesting levels. But rst let us
de ne these terms.

De nition 5.5 Let s be an automaton. Let L be the labelset and Q the set of states of
s. Then the fun tion width : tra esm (s) ! IN is
1. if a 2 L; q 2 Q then width(a) = 1, width() = 0, width([ ℄0;q ) = 1;
2. if u and v are marked tra es then width(uv) =width(u)+width(v);
3. if u and [℄n;q (q 2 Q; n 2 IN) are marked tra es then width([hui℄n+1;q ) = 1.

In the de nition above the terms [ ℄ ; are ounted as single terms of the marked tra e.
Example Let us take the tra e a0 [hbdihbdi℄2;II f . Then

width(a0 [hbdihbdi℄2;

II

f)

= width(a0 ) + width([hbdihbdi℄2;II ) + width(f ) = 1 + 1 + 1 = 3

The following lemma shows that the width of every marked tra e generated with ALG
is uniformly bounded.
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Lemma 5.6 The width of a marked tra e generated with ALG from an automaton and
the widths of all its omponent marked tra es are less than or equal to 2m 1, where m is
the number of the states of the automaton. (Without proof)
De nition 5.7 Let s be an automaton. Let L be the labelset and Q the set of states of
s.

Then the fun tion nesting : tra esm (s)

! IN is

1. if a 2 L; q 2 Q then nesting(a) = 0, nesting() = 0, nesting([ ℄0;q ) = 1;
2. if u and v are marked tra es then nesting(uv) =max(nesting(u);nesting(v));
3. if u and [℄n;q (q 2 Q; n 2 IN) are marked tra es then
nesting([hui℄n+1;q ) = 1+max(nesting(),nesting(u)).

Example Let us take the tra e a0 [hbdihb[h i℄1;

II

nesting(a0 [hbdihb[h i℄1;

III

i℄ ;

d

2 II

f)

i℄ ;

d

2 II

f.

Then

= max(nesting(a0 ); nesting([hbdihb[h i℄1;II di℄2;II );

nesting(f )) = max(0; 1 + max(nesting(bd); nesting(b[h i℄1;

= max(0; 2; 0) = 2
The following lemma shows that the nesting depth of every marked tra e generated
with ALG is bounded.
III

d)); 0)

Lemma 5.8 The nesting depth of a marked tra e generated with ALG from an automaton
is less than or equal to the number of the states of the automaton. (Without proof)
As we motivated before, for applying our theory of test sele tion we need some spe i
properties to be owned by the set of representatives. So we require for the set of (representative) marked tra es of an automaton that the width of every marked tra e, the widths
of all its omponent marked tra es, and its nesting depth to be uniformly bounded. In
this subse tion we showed that the marked tra es generated with ALG have these properties (Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.8). Certain algorithms works as well. For example, similarly
as we did in this subse tion, one an prove that the marked tra es obtained with a last
state mat hing te hnique (the last repetitive state of the path is mat hed) have also these
properties. Independent of the way in whi h the set of marked tra es is obtained, on e it
has the required properties, our test sele tion theory an be applied on it.
Now we have an algorithm that makes sure that every tra e of the automaton has a
unique orrespondent representative marked tra e, we will work with marked tra es in
pla e of tra es throughout the remainder of this paper.

6 The heuristi s de ned for marked tra es
Below we will de ne the heuristi s in a formal way. As we presented in Se tion 3.1, the
intuition behind the heuristi s Redu tion and Cy ling is that they take into a ount two
aspe ts: the niteness of 1) the number of outgoing transitions of ertain states and of 2)
the number of times ea h y le an be traversed by every single tra e.
When Redu tion is applied, the labelset L is split in two parts: the sele ted labels whi h
form a nite set L0  L and the set of unsele ted labels whi h is L n L0 . This appli ation
an be seen as the appli ation of a mapping fun tion trans: L ! L0 whi h maps every
unsele ted label to a sele ted label from L0 and every sele ted label to itself. One pra ti al
way to make the sele tion and to obtain L0 and trans is by de ning a distan e dL between
labels, su h that the metri spa e (L; dL ) is totally bounded. Let us x a positive real
number "L  0. Now L0 will be a labelset whi h is an "L { over of L. The labels whi h
are remote from ea h other (their distan e is greater than "L ) are sele ted and the labels
from L n L0 remain unsele ted. The fun tion trans: L ! L0 an be de ned in this ase
su h that trans(a) = b with a 2 L; b 2 L0 and dL (a; b) minimum.
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For the Cy ling heuristi we relate the y les of the automaton to the marked representation of the tra e; limiting the numbers of times of traversing the y les means limiting
the powers of the marked symbols in the marked tra es. Now, let us de ne these heuristi s
in a formal way.
De nition 6.1 Let s be an automaton. Let L be the labelset and Q the set of states of
s. Let L0  L be a nite subset of L and let trans: L ! L0 be the mapping fun tion.
Then the heuristi Redu tion : tra esm (s) ! tra esm (s) is
1. if a 2 L; q 2 Q then Redu tion(a) =trans(a), Redu tion() = , Redu tion([ ℄0;q ) =
[ ℄0;q ;
2. if u and v are marked tra es then Redu tion(uv) =Redu tion(u)Redu tion(v);
3. if u and [℄n;q (q 2 Q; n 2 IN) are marked tra es then
Redu tion([hui℄n+1;q ) = [Redu tion(),Redu tion(u)℄n+1;q .
Example Let us onsider the automaton from Figure 1. For this automaton the set of
labels is L = f ; b; d; e; f g [ fai j i = 0; 1; :::g.
Let L0 = fa(0 ; ; b; d; e; f g be a nite subset of L and trans: L ! L0
a
x = ai ; i 2 IN
trans(x) = x0 otherwise
Then Redu tion(a3 e) =Redu tion(a3 )Redu tion(e) =trans(a3 )trans(e) = a0 e.
De nition 6.2 Let s be an automaton. Let L be the labelset and Q the set of states of
s. Let l be the y le limit. Then the heuristi Cy ling : tra esm (s) ! tra esm (s) is
1. if a 2 L; q 2 Q then Cy ling(a) = a, Cy ling() = , Cy ling([ ℄0;q ) = [ ℄0;q ;
2. if u and v are marked tra es then Cy ling(uv) =Cy ling(u)Cy ling(v);
3. if u and [℄n;q (q 2 Q; n 2 IN) are marked tra es then
(a) Cy ling([hui℄n+1;q ) = [Cy ling()Cy ling(u)℄n+1;q , for l > n;
(b) Cy ling([hui℄n+1;q ) = [Cy ling(0 )℄l ;q , for l  n
where  = h1 i:::hn i and 0 = h1 i:::hl i is obtained by utting  after l
symbols.
Example Let us onsider the automaton from Figure 1. Let us x l to 2. Then
Cy ling(a0 [hbdihbdihbdi℄3;II e) =Cy ling(a0 )Cy ling([hbdihbdihbdi℄3;II )Cy ling(e) =
a0 [hbdihbdi℄2;II e

Lemma 6.3 Redu tion(Cy ling(x))=Cy ling(Redu tion(x)) (Without proof)

7 The tra e distan e for marked tra es

In this se tion we make the tra e distan e more pre ise, de ning it as a distan e fun tion
a ording to De nition 4.2. As explained in Se tion 4, this gives us an alternative formalization of the ideas behind the heuristi s (they will be ompared in Se tion 8). We
will ombine these ideas with another well{known idea, viz. the edit distan e. Se tion 7.1
introdu es the edit distan e. After this preparation, the de nition of the tra e distan e
fun tion an be given (Se tion 7.2).

7.1 The edit distan e between strings

Be ause in our tra e distan e we use the on ept of edit distan e we shall present this rst.
The on ept is applied in problems su h as string sear h, words substitution using di tionaries, et . Informally the edit distan e is de ned as the minimum number of insertions,
deletions and substitutions required to transform one string into another.
Levenshtein ([Ste92℄) de ned the edit distan e d(x; y) between two strings x and y as
the minimum of the ost of editing x to transform it into y. The ost of editing is the sum
of the osts of a number of atomi edit a tions. A ording to Levenshtein the osts are as
follows: inserting a symbol osts 1, deleting a symbol osts 1 and hanging an a into a b
osts 1 too.
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Wagner and Fisher ([Ste92℄) generalized the de nition of Levenshtein by adopting different osts for the various atomi edit a tions. A ording to Wagner{Fisher transforming
a into a b osts w(a; b). Extending this notation, w(a; ) is the ost of deleting a and
w(; b) is the ost of inserting b. Again, the ost of editing is the sum of the osts of the
atomi edit a tions, and d(x; y) is the minimum ost over all possible edit sequen es that
transform x into y.

De nition 7.1 Let w(a; b) be the weighting for the ost of transforming symbol a in
symbol b, w(a; ) be the ost of deleting a and w(; b) be the ost of inserting b. Of ourse
w(a; a) = 0. Then the edit distan e between the strings x and y is denoted as ED(x; y )
and it is omputed as
1. ED(au; bv) = min(w(a; b) + ED(u; v); w(a; ) + ED(u; bv); w(; b) + ED(au; v));
2. ED(au; ) = w(a; )+ED(u; ); ED(; bv) = w(; b)+ED(; v); ED(; ) = 0;
where a; b are symbols and u; v are strings.
This de nition will be used throughout the paper.
Example Let us take the labelset L = fa; b; g with the ost 1 for insertion, deletion,
and for transforming a symbol in another symbol. The edit distan e between a and ba is
omputed as
ED(a; ba) = min(w(a; b)+ED(; a); w(a; )+ED(; ba); w(; b)+ED(a; a)) = min(1+w(; a)
+w(; ); 1 + w(; b) + w(; a) + w(; ); 1 + min(w(a; a) + ED(; ); w(a; ) + ED(; a);
w(; a) + ED(a; ))) = min(1 + 1; 1 + 2; 1 + 0) = 1
So the edit distan e between a and ba is 1 whi h orresponds to the deletion of b.

7.2

De ning the tra e distan e

Our test sele tion te hnique uses two heuristi s. For expressing these heuristi s in the tra e
distan e, it is important to remember that in the formalization of the Redu tion heuristi
a label distan e was used. The in orporation of this heuristi in the tra e distan e is
a hieved in a simple way by using the label distan e in the formula of the tra e distan e.
Now a solution should be found for the Cy ling heuristi .
For the Cy ling heuristi we simply weight every level k of a y ling symbol (a marked
tra e of type [ ℄n;q ; n 2 IN; q 2 Q)Pwith a weight from a series of positive numbers pk .
This series has the property that 1
k=1 pk = 1. The logi behind this weighting is that
summing the weights after a given limit (whi h is the y le limit) will ontribute with a
small number re e ting our assumption that the rst y les are more important than the
later y les.
We will de ne the tra e distan e for all the possible ombinations of the points (1),
(2), (3) of De nition 5.1 (whi h are generating marked tra es). We summarize these
ombinations below





between the marked tra es generated with point (1) (su h as [ ℄0;q ; q 2 Q and a 2 L)
we will de ne a distan e fun tion alled Atomi Distan e be ause these are the atomi
elements whi h form the marked tra e; of ourse the Atomi Distan e between two
labels will be given by dL , the distan e between these labels; between a label and a
marked tra e su h as [ ℄0;q it will be maximum (one) and between two marked tra es
0
su h as [ ℄0;q ,[ ℄0;q (q; q0 2 Q; q 6= q0 ) it will also be one;
between the marked tra es generated with point (2) (su h as af or ae) we will use a
distan e fun tion alled EditDistan e; we took this option be ause these tra es are
generated in a similar style as the strings are formed and it is quite natural to use
it be ause it ompares in a good way the terms whi h form the marked tra es (for
example in the tra es a0 e and a0 [hbdi℄1;II e the edit distan e will re ognize that the
labels a0 and e from the rst tra e are present in the se ond tra e);
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between the marked tra es generated with point (3) (su h as building [hbdi℄1;II on e
we know that [ ℄0;II is a marked tra e) we employ the prin iple that y les of di erent
marks are very remote and hen e have the maximum distan e, i.e, 1; when dealing
with y les of the same mark we employ weighting fa tors pk with the e e t that
the later iterations are onsidered less important than e.g. the rst iteration; this
an be done by using a fun tion EditDistan eWeighted whi h is an edit distan e for
whi h the formula of De nition 7.1 is modi ed in su h a way to take into a ount
the weights.

The rest of the possible ombinations su h as (1) with (2), (2) with (3) et . are dened in a similar style by using one of the te hniques mentioned above (EditDistan e or
Atomi Distan e).
We observe also that this tra e distan e is to be used in the omputation of overage
whi h should be in the range [0; 1℄. For simplifying the omputation of overage, we
want the tra e distan e values to be in the range [0; 1℄. This an be done by dividing all
the above mentioned values (generated with an EditDistan e or Atomi Distan e) by the
maximum width of the marked tra es from tra esm (s) (the maximum width is nite, see
Se tion 5.2). For ompleting the pi ture it is ne essary to add that the tra e distan e
between a null tra e () and any other marked tra e is maximum (1).
Now we have all the ingredients to de ne a tra e distan e on marked tra es. We will all
it d. In the de nition, the distan es already mentioned (EditDistan e and Atomi Distan e)
will be used; also it is impli itly assumed that the de nition is symmetri in the sense that
d(x; y ) = d(y; x), x and y being marked tra es and that d(x; x) = 0.
As explained above ( rst bullet), the fun tion Atomi Distan e deals with the ases ,
a 2 L and [ ℄0; . We generalize it to marked tra es of the form [ ℄ ; as well.

De nition 7.2 Let s be an automaton. Let L be the labelset of s, dL the label distan e

de ned on it and Q the set of states of s. The metri spa e (L; dL ) is totally bounded
and dL has all its values in the range [0; 1℄. Let lm be the maximum of the width of the
marked
tra es from tra esm (s). Let pk (k = 1; 2; :::) be a series of positive numbers su h
P
1
that k=1 pk = 1. The tra e distan e d is symmetri in the sense that d(x; y) = d(y; x), x
and y being marked tra es and that d(x; x) = 0. Then
1. d(a; b) =

lm
0;q
d(a; ) = d(; [ ℄ )

d(a; [

a;b)

Atomi Distan e(

℄0;q ) =

= 1;

;
a;[ ℄0;q )

Atomi Distan e(

lm

0

℄0;q ; [ ℄0;q ) = Atomi Distanl e([ ℄
with a; b 2 L; q; q0 2 Q;
e(a;uv )
;
2. d(a; uv) = EditDistan
l
d(; uv ) = 1;
d([

;

0;q ;[ ℄0;q0 )

m

m

0;q

℄0;q ; uv) = EditDistanl e([ ℄ ;uv)
with u; v marked tra es and a 2 L; q 2 Q;
+1 )
;
3. d(a; [uhvi℄n+1;q ) = Atomi Distanl e(a;[uhvi℄
d([

m

n

hi

d(; [u v ℄n+1;q )
d([

;q

m

= 1;

℄0;q ; [uhvi℄n+1;q ) =

Atomi Distan e([

lm

℄

0;q ;[uhvi℄n+1;q0 )

marked tra es (n 2 IN; q0 2 Q) and a 2 L; q0 2 Q;
with v and
e(uv;rt)
4. d(uv; rt) = EditDistan
l
with u; v; r; t marked tra es;
0
[u℄n;q

m
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+1;q

)
5. d(uv; [rhti℄n+1;q ) = EditDistan el(uv;[rhti℄
with u; v; t; [r℄n;q marked tra es (n 2 IN; q 2 Q);
+1 ;[rhti℄ 0 +1
0
0
6. d([uhvi℄n+1;q ; [rhti℄n +1;q ) = Atomi Distan e([uhl vi℄
0 0
with v; t; [u℄n;q ; [r℄n ;q marked tra es (n; n0 2 IN; q; q0 2 Q);
n

m

n

;q

n

;q

0

)

m

where

8
>
dL (x; y )
>
< EditDistan
eWeighted(x; y)
 Atomi Distan e(x; y) = >
>
:





x; y

2L

= [ ℄n;q ; y = [ ℄n ;q ; q 2 Q
n; n0 2 IN; n 6= 0; n0 6= 0
1
otherwise
EditDistan e(uv; rt) = min(Atomi Distan e(u; r) + EditDistan e(v; t);
Atomi Distan e(u; ) + EditDistan e(v; rt);
Atomi Distan e(; r) + EditDistan e(uv; t));
EditDistan e(uv; ) = Atomi Distan e(u; )+EditDistan e(v; );
EditDistan e(; rt) = Atomi Distan e(; r)+EditDistan e (; t);
EditDistan e(; ) = 0
with u; v; r; t marked tra es;
EditDistan eWeighted([hu1 i:::hun i℄n;q ; [hv1 i:::hvp i℄p;q ) = EDW 1 ([hu1 i:::hun i℄n;q ; [hv1 i:::
hvpi℄p;q )
with ui and vj marked tra es (i = 1; :::; n, j = 1; :::; p, n; p 2 IN, q 2 Q).
x

0

We add some explanation. It is easy to he k that the de nition of EditDistan e
and EditDistan eWeighted are opied from De nition 7.1 ex ept for the fa t that suitable
weighting fa tors pk have been in orporated. To omplete the de nition we only have to
give the auxiliary EDW
EDW k ([hui℄h;q ; [hvi0 ℄g;q ) = min(pk  d(u; v) + EDW k+1 ([℄h 1;q ; [0 ℄g 1;q );
pk  d(u; ) + EDW k+1 ([ ℄h 1;q ; [hv i 0 ℄g;q );
pk  d(; v ) + EDW k+1 ([hui ℄h;q ; [ 0 ℄g 1;q ));

EDW k ([hui℄h;q ; [ ℄0;q ) = pk  d(u; ) + EDW k+1 ([℄h 1;q ; [ ℄0;q );
EDW k ([ ℄0;q ; [hvi0 ℄g;q ) = pk  d(; v) + EDW k+1([ ℄0;q ; [0 ℄g 1;q );
EDW k ([ ℄0;q ; [ ℄0;q ) = 0
with k; h; g 2 IN, q 2 Q and u; v; [℄h 1;q ; [0 ℄g 1;q marked tra es;

The parameter k in EDW k indi ates the position at whi h the next edit a tion takes
pla e. Please note that the re ursive de nition of EDW k is well de ned be ause at least
one of the right{hand sides of the equation is one symbol shorter than the orresponding
left{hand side (therefore, the fa t that k is in reasing auses no problem). The base ase
is EDW k ([ ℄0;q ; [ ℄0;q ) = 0. We will illustrate how the EditDistan eWeighted fun tion
is working. Let us onsider two strings ab and , (although EditDistan eWeighted is
de ned on marked tra es, for making the example more understandable, let us show
how it works on ommon strings). For transforming one string into another, there are
ve possible ombinations: 1)(ab; ), 2)(ab;  ), 3)(ab; ), 4)(ab;  ), 5)(ab;  ). The
EditDistan eWeighted will be the minimum from the osts of the ve ombinations. The
ost for every ombination is omputed as the sum of the edit a tions multiplied with
the orresponding weights. For example, the ombination (ab;  ), whi h means two
insertions followed by one deletion, we en ounter weighting fa tors for d(a; "), d(b; ") and
d(; ), whi h are p1 , p2 and p3 , respe tively. The ost of this ombination will be p1 
d(a; ") + p2  d(b; ") + p3  d("; ). In a similar style the ost of the other ombinations is
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omputed and the minimum is hosen for EditDistan eWeighted.
Example Let us onsider the automaton from Figure 1. For this automaton the maximum

width of the marked tra e is 3. Let pk = 21 ; k = 1; 2; :::. Let
distan e
8
>
x=y
<0 1
1
j
j
x
= ai ; y = aj ; i; j 2 IN
dL (x; y ) =
>
: 1 4 +1 4 +1 otherwise
k

i

dL

be the following label

j

1. Let us onsider the tra es a0 e and a0 [hbdi℄1;II e.
d(a0 e; a0 [hbdi℄1;II e) = 13  (EditDistan e(a0 e; a0 [hbdi℄1;II e)) = 31  (Atomi Distan e(;
[hbdi℄1;II )) = 31 .
The tra e distan e re ognizes that the symbols a0 and e from the rst tra e are
present in the se ond tra e.
2. The y ling e e t:
Let us take the tra es a0 [hbdi℄1;II e, a0 [hbdihbdi℄2;II e and a0 [hbdihbdihbdi℄3;II e;
d(a0 [hbdi℄1;II e; a0 [hbdihbdi℄2;II e) = 31  (EditDistan e(a0 [hbdi℄1;II e; a0 [hbdihbdi℄2;II e)) =
1
 (EditDistan eWeighted([hbdi℄1;II ; [hbdihbdi℄2;II )) = p32 = 121 ;
3
d(a0 [hbdihbdi℄2;II e; a0 [hbdihbdihbdi℄3;II e) = 31 (EditDistan e(a0 [hbdihbdi℄2;II e; a0 [hbdihb
p
dihbdi℄3;II e)) = 31  (EditDistan eWeighted([hbdihbdi℄2;II ; [hbdihbdihbdi℄3;II )) = 33 =
1
.
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When two marked tra es are y ling more times through the same y le, the values
of the tra e distan e start to de rease.
3. The redu tion e e t:
Let us take the tra es a0 e, a1 e and a2 e
d (a0 ;a2 )
d(a0 e; a2 e) = 31  (EditDistan e(a0 e; a2 e)) =
= 0:323 ;
3
L

= 13  (EditDistan e(a1 e; a2 e)) = d (a31 ;a2 ) = 0:306 .
When the label distan e between the labels (whi h ompose the marked tra es) is
de reasing, the tra e distan e is also de reasing.
d(a1 e; a2 e)

L

8 Transforming the heuristi s into a overage

The tra e distan e formula depends on the label distan e dL whi h implements the Redu tion heuristi and the weights pk whi h implement the Cy ling heuristi . On the other
hand, by hoosing for ea h automaton s a nite set L"  L whi h is an "L { over of L with
respe t to dL and a y ling limit l , a nite set of marked tra es T  tra esm (s) an be
obtained. This is done by the appli ation of the Cy ling and the Redu tion heuristi s on
tra esm (s) by taking T =Ran(Cy ling Æ Redu tion). Now for this T and using d we want to
ompute its "{ over of tra esm (s) so that we an ompute the overage ov(T ; tra esm (s))
{ see De nition 4.6. Intuitively " should depend on "L and l . Its formula is given by
Theorem 8.1.
The next theorems are about other properties of the tra e distan e d: Theorem 8.2
shows that for any desired " it is possible to obtain an "{ over by hoosing a suitable
y le limit and a suitable label approximation, with other words that the metri spa e
(tra esm (s); d) is a metri spa e that is totally bounded. Theorem 8.3 shows that the
distan e d implements the Redu tion and Cy ling heuristi s.

Theorem 8.1 Let s be an automaton. Let L be the labelset of s and dL the label distan e de ned on it. The metri spa e (L; dL ) is totally bounded and dL has all its values
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in the range [0; 1℄. Let P
l be the y le limit. Let pk (k = 1; 2; :::) be a series of positive numbers su h that 1
k=1 pk = 1. Let lm be the maximum of the width and z the
maximum of the nesting depth of the marked tra es from tra esm (s). Let L"  L be
an "L { over of L. Then the nite set T =Ran(Redu tion Æ Cy ling) of tra es obtained
m (s) with
by the appli ation of the two heuristi s on tra
esm (s) is an "{ over of tra es
P
P
l
1
j
" = "z and "0 = "L ; for i = 1; :::; z : "i =
k=1 pk  (maxj =0;:::;i 1(" )) + k=l +1 pk ;
y les " +(l
y les)"
). (Without proof)
"i = max y les=0;:::;l (
l
The following theorem shows that the metri spa e (tra esm (s); d) is a totally bounded
i

m

m

L

m

metri spa e.

Theorem 8.2 Let s be an automaton. Let L be the labelset of s and dL the label distan e
de ned on it. The metri spa e (L; dL ) is totally bounded and dL has allPits values in the
range [0; 1℄. Let pk (k = 1; 2; :::) be a series of positive numbers su h that 1
k=1 pk = 1. Let
lm be the maximum of the width and z the maximum of the nesting depth for the marked
tra es from tra esm (s). Then for every " a positive real numberPin the range [0; 1℄, there
"
exists a y ling limit l and a label approximation "L with "L = 1
k=l +1 pk  2 su h that
the nite set T =Ran(Redu tion Æ Cy ling) of tra es obtained by the appli ation of the two
heuristi s on tra esm is an "{ over of tra esm (s) and the metri spa e (tra esm (s); d) is
totally bounded. (Without proof)
z

The following theorem shows that the tra e distan e d implements the Cy ling and the
Redu tion heuristi s, in the sense of De nition 4.5.

Theorem 8.3 Let s be an automaton. Let L be the labelset of s and dL the label distan e
de ned on it. The metri spa e (L; dL ) is totally bounded and dL has all its values in the
range [0; 1℄P
. Let l be the y le limit. Let pk (k = 1; 2; :::) be a series of positive numbers
su h that 1
k=1 pk = 1. Let lm be the maximum of the width and z the maximum of the
nesting depth for the marked tra es from tra esm (s). Then the distan e d implements the
Redu tion and the Cy ling heuristi s. (Without proof)
For the omputation of the overage we approximate the minimum "m from De nition 4.6 with the "z omputed in Theorem 8.1. We will illustrate the omputation of the
overage in the following example.
Example Consider the automaton from Figure 1. Let us x the nal state to be IV.
Let us onsider the redu ed set L" = fa0 ; b; ; d; e; f g whi h is an "L { over of the labelset
L with "L = 0:25 ("L is omputed with respe t to the dL de ned in the example from
Se tion 7.2). For this automaton the maximum width is lm = 3 and the maximum nesting
depth is z = 2. Let us x the series pk = 21 (k 2 IN) and in the beginning l = 1.
Then the set of tra es T whi h is obtained by the appli ation of the heuristi s Redu tion
and Cy ling is an "{ over of the whole set of tra es tra esm (s) with " omputed with the
formula from Theorem 8.1 as
k

= 1, L" = fa0 ; b; ; d;
e; f g
P1
P1
P
1
1
0:25
0
1
" = "L = 0:25; " =
k=1 pk  " + k=l +1 pk = 2 + k=l +1 2 = 0:63;
y les"1 +(l
y les)"
) = 0:63; " = "2 = 0:81;
"1 = max y les=0;:::;3(
l
The overage is omputed via De nition 4.6 and it is ov(T ; tra esm (s)) = 1 " =
0:19;
2. l = 2, L" = fa0 ; b; ; d; e; f g
When we enlarge the set T to T 0 for l = 2 we nd that ov(T 0 ; tra esm (s)) = 0:51;
3. l = 1, L"0 = fa0 ; a1 ; b; ; d; e; f g
When we enlarge the set T to T 00 for L"00 = fa0 ; a1 ; b; ; d; e; f g we nd that "00L = 0:06
and that ov(T 00 ; tra esm (s)) = 0:29.

1.

l

0

k

m

L

m
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In this example, one an see that the overage in reases more by adopting a higher
value for the y ling limit than by using a larger label subset. Consequently, one an
on lude that it is better to in rease the y ling limit for obtaining a better overage. But
this is not always true be ause we de ned spe i values for pk and dL (for other values,
to in rease the label subset will be better).
It an be seen from this example that the monotoni ity property required in [BTV91℄
that T  T 0 ) ov(T )  ov(T 0 ) is respe ted by our overage. From an intuitive point
of view this property is reasonable: if one wants a better overage, one needs to generate
more tests.
We want to prove it in the general ase. For this we will make an assumption whi h
is quite natural: for a label set L when we have L" and L"0 su h that these sets are an
"L { over and respe tively an "0L { over of L, L"  L"0 then "L  "0L .

Theorem 8.4 Let s be a minimal nite deterministi automaton. Let L be the labelset of
s and dL the label distan e de ned on it. The metri spa e (L; dL ) is totally bounded and
dL has all its values in the range [0; 1℄. Let l and l0 be two y le limits (l  l0 ). Let lm
be the maximum of the width and z the maximum nesting depth of the marked
P tra pes from
tra esm (s). Let pk (k = 1; 2; :::) be a series of positive numbers su h that 1
k=1 k = 1.
Let L"  L be an "L { over of L and L"0  L be an "0L { over of L su h that L"  L"0 and
"L  "0L . Let T =Ran(Redu tion Æ Cy ling) and T 0 =Ran(Redu tion Æ Cy ling) be the two
nite sets of tra es obtained by the appli ation of the two heuristi s on tra esm (s) using
L" , l and respe tively L"0 , l0 . Then ov (T ; tra esm (s))  ov (T 0 ; tra esm (s)). (Without
proof)

9 Con lusions
In this paper we have studied two heuristi s for redu ing the number of tra es in a test
suite. The underlying assumption is that when automati ally generating a set of tra es,
many tra es will show similar behaviour. Test tra es an be deleted without essentially
redu ing the error dete tion power of the test suite.
The rst heuristi studied deals with restri ting the bran hing degree of the nodes,
when representing a set of test ases as a nite automaton. The basi idea is that in
pra ti e a high bran hing degree is generated be ause at the bran hing point an a tion is
allowed whi h is parameterized by an element from a (large) data domain. The observation
is that only a few values from su h a data domain will show essentially di erent behaviour.
The se ond heuristi on erns the number of times a y le in a nite automaton representation may be traversed. This is onne ted to the assumption that only for a few
numbers of traversals the test ases will show essentially di erent behaviour.
The fa t that we studied only these two heuristi s in this paper, does not mean that
these are the only interesting heuristi s. More heuristi s an be de ned, e.g. with respe t
to the general length of a tra e and with respe t to the uniformity of the number of
outgoing transitions from a state. We embedded the two heuristi s hosen in a more
general framework whi h allows the extension of our work with other heuristi s.
A heuristi is a general guideline for redu ing test suites, whi h must be made more
pre ise to be pra ti ally appli able. Espe ially for the y ling heuristi we had to introdu e
additional notation. The reason is that the y ling stru ture of a tra e through a nite
automaton must be made expli it. We introdu ed marked tra es for this purpose, whi h
enabled us to extend the work on y le redu tion by Vuong [ACV93, ACV97℄.
In order to introdu e a notion of overage for the test suites redu ed by means of the
above mentioned heuristi s, we de ned a tra e distan e on marked tra es. The results of
our studies an be used to e e tively al ulate the overage of a test suite redu ed with
our te hniques.
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Although our formal de nitions of Redu tion and Cy ling work on large, sometimes
even in nite sets this need not ause pra ti al or algorithmi problems. For example, the
pra ti al generation of tra es ould be done in a similar way to [ACV97℄, starting with
a rst tra e and then suppress the generation of a subsequent tra e if it is lose to an
already generated tra e. Other solutions ould be based on a suitable transformation of
the automaton, as in fa t we did in Figure 1. A similar remark applies to the al ulation
of the " value for a generated test suite. A solution is to hoose l and "L and al ulate "
arithmeti ally using the results of Se tion 8.
One issue deserves attention, viz. the hoi e of representatives embodied in the algorithms of Se tions 5.1 and 5.2. At rst sight, the reader may think that the distan e d
de ned in Se tion 7.2 is independent of the hoi e of the representatives. However, this
does not hold in general be ause of the essential ambiguity in the on ept of y le when
using an automaton as a spe i ation.
The proposed test sele tion te hnique an be ompared to the existing theories in this
area. In parti ular, these are the hypothesis theory developed by [CG97℄ and the tra e
distan e theory of [ACV93, ACV97℄. The hypothesis theory embodies the tra e distan e
theory (see [CG97℄), but the ni e thing about tra e distan e theory is that it gives a
measure for the degree to whi h a redu ed set of tra es approximates the original one. So
we hose an approa h whi h ombines these two theories. In our view, rst the heuristi s
(test hypotheses in the theory of [CG97℄) are to be de ned. After that, based on these
heuristi s a tra e distan e is built. This gives the possibility to make a test sele tion with
a given " approximation. The hange of the heuristi s leads to the hange of the tra e
distan e used in test sele tion.
We have started work on implementing our te hniques in the TorX tool environment
([BFV+ 99℄). An assumption for implementing our work is that a label distan e exists.
Be ause the TorX tools support the input of nite automata de ned in LOTOS [Bri88℄,
we de ned a label distan e on LOTOS labels. This is not trivial be ause LOTOS labels
may be parameterized by arbitrary data types.
Another restri ting requirement is that we assume the spe i ation to be given as a
minimal nite deterministi automaton. Some test generation tools already provide su h a
format, but others support general nite automata. Determinizing a nite automata may
ost exponential time. In this ase it would be interesting to know whether the theoreti al
results a hieved in this paper ould be extended to non deterministi automata.
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